Jennifer Ferng (jf): In this issue of Thresholds, we are looking at the redefinition of exploration, what it means when we call something a "frontier," and what now defines the new boundaries between disciplines and subjects of discovery. What are the new types of frontiers-including nanotechnology-that are being explored or reinvented in science? Is smaller the new frontier? How do you see these trends relating to other fields such as art, architecture, and engineering?
Peter Galison (pg): "Frontiers" in science designate different things. Certainly, scale matters. There is a frontier at the very small. For instance, string theorists are now considering aspects of the world many magnitudes smaller than had been considered even by the particle physicists of a few years ago. Intriguingly, nanoscience is not the frontier of the smallestinstead, it focuses on objects that are big in scale compared to particle physics, atomic physics, nuclear physics, or string theory, and yet small when compared with human-sized (much less astronomically big) objects. (The "nano" of nanoscience or nanotechnology refers to a billionth of a meter; string theory is concerned with objects a million billion billion times smaller.) Wedged between the micro and the macro, the nanoworld also conceives itself as a frontier in another senseit picks out the mesoscopic domain, the physics (or biology or technology) of tens, hundreds or thousands of atoms. This is important for several reasons. First, the mesoscopic is a size of shared concern to engineering, physics, biology, and chemistry. For example, a billionth of a meter is the scale of viruses, those natural syringes that inject their DNA into cells. So right away, this gets biologists' attention. But biologists are interested not only in viruses, they are also pursuing a myriad of the smallest-scale mechanisms, devices (natural or constructed) that can propel an object, construct an entity, or sort various bits of genetic material. Or they might want to find their own ways of injecting fluids into individual cellsto reach cancer cells, for example, without touching normal cells. For the engineer, however, the nanoscale is also the size at which the smallest imaginable electronics would occur. Over the last decades, computer scientists have gotten us all used to doubling computer capabilities every two years, but this relentless, economy-driving shrinkage is clearly reaching its limit both physically and fiscally. Nanoscience offers the tantalizing hope of relief from this limit by offering the possibility of constructing transistors and circuits that would be built of no more than a few atoms. Consequently, electrical engineers have joined the biologists in focusing on nanotubes and other mechanisms at this scale, while material scientists see the new molecules as tools for strengthening composite materials. And physicists are tantalized because the nanoscale is the boundary point where things behave partly like quantum systems and partly like classical physics. So in answer to your question: yes, there is a frontier of the small, but nanoscience is not the frontier of the stnallest. Instead, it is viewed as a frontier that is more of a crossing point (or trading zone), a peculiar and peculiarly intriguing frontier that does not fit into the betterknown march towards the ever tinier. It is this property that intrigues me most: the nanosciences form a crowd of disciplines, each with its own agenda and yet sharing ambitions that no single discipline can claim. In this sense, the nano-frontier is different from what we have known before. jf: Some of the scientists within nanotechnology are working with the issue of materialitv', tweaking objects at the nanoscale so that materials can outperform themselves in terms of conduction, tension, elasticity, and insulation. Architects are always interested in how materials are able to improve the lasting qualit>' of design; do you see this trend as having larger implications for the relationship between architecture and nanotechnology? pg: Engineers who come to the nanodomain are indeed interested in things like strength of materials, and much has been made in the popular press of imaginative ways one might deploy very thin fibers with extraordinary tensile strength.
More proximately, new molecules will certainly be used in more prosaic ways, impro\ing tennis rackets, car bumpers, sunscreens, or airframes. Technoenthusiasts (or shall we call them visionaries or propagandists) and science-fiction WTiters imagine elevators hoisting and lowering objects along fibers that ex-tend from earth to space. Even in much simpler (and more practical) applications, it is clear that nanotechnologies will shape the design of new materials that will find application in architecture. It may be that in the future architecture is less altered by such nanocords than they are by "smart materials," optically and thermally variable surfaces; or perhaps architecture will be more directly shaped by new kinds of computation.
But perhaps the most interesting philosophical lesson of all this nanotechnolog>' is that surfaces are not, as we often depict them (Deleuze, Foucault), pure, mathematically-thin membranes that enclose spaces. Surfaces are active and highly structured. Surfaces do not produce depth by surrounding volumes, surfaces have their own kind of depth and it is this depth and complexity that lets them seize and sort molecules, embed circuitrv', alter optica, or become biologically active.
jf: This perhaps leads into the next question. Nanotechnology is sometimes associated with a particular type of paranoia or fear; I recently read that DuPont is investigating how there are potentially hazardous environmental and health risks associated with using some of these inventions. They have not foreseen the extent of the possibilities yet but know that the hazards are still there. Is there a legitimate paranoia attached to this field? pg: There seems to be, very crudely, two classes of worries you could have about the nanosciences. The most paranoid sciencefiction fantasy about nanotechnology is that tiny nanobots might assemble themselves into a huge and malign intelligence; this has become a staple of dystopic fiction and popular science. But environmental organizations like Greenpeace, are not mainly worried about these Drexlerian fantasies about the world being taken over by out-of-control, swarming nanobots. They are very concerned about fabrication issues of the type all too familiar from soil and ground water pollution associated with manufacturing microelectronics. Electronics look quintessentially clean when they are neatly packed in styrofoam boxes, but chip making, here and abroad, is a dirty business. In twenty years, nanotechnology may be more of a concern to people fighting toxic sludge than to those braced in terror against new forms of distributed intelligence. However, when one assesses future risk, it is important both analytically and politically to separate issues of function from issues of fabrication. jf: How then does nanotechnology compare to more historical frontiers such as space exploration? pg: The principal difference between space ex-ploration and nanotechnological exploration is that space exploration has always been, almost in its entirety, a governmental monopoly despite private communications satellites and some smallish efforts to privatize manned space flight. It is essentially and overwhelmingly governments that have used space for the delivery of weapons and satellites-alongside the dramatic lunar, planetarv', and telescopic probes. Because these statecontrolled enterprises are such high-risk and expensive endeavors, they have a different dynamic from the ventures of the private sector. NASA may use Silicon Valley, but the myriad companies of Silicon Valley don't have anything like the centralized structure of NASA. Nanotechnolog\is, for the moment, vastly more dispersed than "classical" chip making. This is not to say that there isn't some strong government sponsorship of nanosciences: think of MIT's militai-y-funded Building-making de\ices-is part of this laboratorv' life, in ways much more familiar to engineers than to physicists or biologists trained in the "purer" scientific arts. But the discipline mixing is changing all this: fabrication (-visualization and simultaneous manipulation) is a very large part of the nanosciences. This involves a fundamentally epistemic mixing, one that breaks down the classical philosophical divisions between what Ian
Hacking has called two separate kinds of scientific work: "representing" and "interx'ening." The contemplative and active sides of scientific work lose their distinctness.
jf: How do you define passive and active? pg: You might think of passive scientific visualization as visualization that does not play a fundamental role in the process itself. If I take a picture of a bubble chamber event, I am under no illusion that the photograph or the process of taking the photograph affects the interaction of the particles. But if (as in nanoscience) you use an atomic force microscope (or one of its close relatives) to visualize the surface of a substance, that same microscope is exerting force on individual atoms on the surface under observation. In fact, the often-reproduced picture of atoms spelling out "IBM" was done with one of these atomic microscopes. (Figure i ) Here looking and making are much more mixed, much more like telerobotic manipulation in microsurgeiT where the system is designed not just to peer into a distant body, but to alter it. So the old division between the Cartesians and the Baconians, the passive and the active, the spectator and the participant, those sorts of disisions that have marked epistemology for so long, may turn out to be much less useful in this second-order hybridity.
jf: In terms of some of your insight in Image and Logic, you note that architectural space affects the mode of scientific production. Yet pg: What has marked my work from the beginning is a concern to bring together the very abstract and the very concrete. In How Experiments End (1987) , I was interested in shifting attention away from purely theoretical questions, away from the idea that the experiment was the hand servant of theory, and toward experimenters with their own standards of demonstration, their own sense of what it meant to show something to e.xist. In Image and Logic (1997) , my aim was to take that idea further, to get at the material culture of science as it was worked out by instrument makers, a subculture of physics distinct from and even more tied to materiality than the experimenters.
And in Einstein's Clocks, Poincare's Maps and more recent work I've been working on the opposite end of the spectrum: studying the physicists most removed from soldering irons and circuit boardsthe relativists, quantum field theorists, and string theorists. And while I have always worked towards understanding the nature of the interaction between these various subcultures of science-and between these subcultures and the wider world-I've resisted those Moliere-like moves that pretend to solve the problem of how fields get coordinated by invoking their "interdisciplinarity," "symbiosis," or "coproduction." jf: To close the discussion, in the New York Times Magazine, there is always a column entitled Domiciles that looks at people's living spaces and their respective possessions. To characterize Peter Gahson as the individual and the historian, are there a few objects in your home or office that sum up your identity?
pg: A newfangled light, a old-fashioned desk, an evocative watercolor. I have a reading light called a LightWedge-it is just a sheet of Lucite with a light emitting diode sealed along its edge.
You put it on the book that you are reading, and it illuminates only that page, leaving the rest of the room in darkness. For various uninteresting reasons, I'm up for a big portion of every night so I can read, disengaged from the world, in a quiet bubble of illumination. Then there's my big old wooden desk, chipped and stained. I love sitting at it, staring into space, writing, thinking.
My jazz-musician brother William bought it for me decades ago when we were both in school; I think he paid five bucks at a Goodwill shop and ever since I've done all my work on it. I keep hoping it will absorb ideas along with ail that spilled coffee.
What else? On the wall at home, there's a small watercolor by the artist Matthew Ritchiea kind of schematic colorscape with Einstein's Equation (which governs general relativity) scrawled across the bottom. Ritchie is generally interested in systems of symbols, some from physics, some from cartography, some from magic and language-I suppose, in some indirect way, I recognize someone else who is interested in that odd corner of concerns.
